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Eco Seal 

 Unused or Remote Drains 
 Vacant Apartments 
 Vacant Hotel Rooms 
 Shower Drains 
 Maintenance Area Drains 
 Floor Drain Traps 
 Condensate Drains 
 Areas Under Construction 
 Public Restrooms 
 Hospitals 
 Schools 
 Convention Centers 
 Stadiums 

and more... 

ECO SEAL is a uniquely formulated, environmentally 

friendly sealer designed for use in waterless no flush 

urinals and for sealing drain traps.  ECO SEAL is a non-

hazardous trap sealer that is lighter than water and 

urine, which keeps the seal in place.  ECO SEAL creates 

a non-soluble seal of a deodorizing liquid in the trap 

while allowing small amounts of liquid to pass through 

into the drain.  ECO SEAL has been compounded with a 

pleasant cherry fragrance to give instant and long 

lasting odor relief.  ECO SEAL works well at solving odor 

problems from dried out traps, keeping them wet and 

odor free. Keep smelly odors at bay the easy way.   

 

For waterless urinals simply treat each urinal with 3 

ounces of product per every 1500 uses, approximately 

every 2 weeks depending on activity level.  

Use as a safe drain trap liquid for dried out drains that 

will keep sewer gasses from escaping. Add about a  

gallon of water to the drain to prime it, then seal it 

with 3 ounces of ECO SEAL.  Eco Seal provides long 

lasting results as the product will not evaporate or 

freeze.  As long as there is no additional large amount 

of water entering the drain ECO SEAL will remain in 

place. 

Great For Use In: 

This product is on Pro-Line’s GSA Contract 
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